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- Windows 98, 98SE, 2000, ME, NT, NT Server, XP, 2000, XP, 2003, Vista, and Vista Server (running in a 32-bit compatibility
environment) - VBA 5.1 or higher (VBA 5.0 will run the macro via Automator. However, it will be restricted to the commandline window) - The Mapsoft Total Environment: - mapsoft.publisher.accdb is installed. - mapsoft.writer.pdf is not installed. mapsoft.writer.pdf exists but is not in the path. - The Microsoft Access database that contains the maps that mapsoft.writer.pdf
will reference is set as the first table of the database. - The Mapsoft Total Environment is configured to run as a 32-bit process. If the Internet Explorer directory or settings are changed, either intentionally or inadvertently, you will need to reinstall the
Mapsoft Total Environment before running Mapsoft Automator Cracked Version. - If you are using the Mapsoft Total
Environment in a 64-bit environment, and you are also using the version of Mapsoft Automator that you are installing, you will
need to manually delete the Mapsoft Total Environment subdirectories that reside in the C:\Documents and Settings\\Local
Settings\Application Data\mapsoft.publisher.accdb and C:\Documents and Settings\\Local Settings\Application
Data\mapsoft.writer.pdf subdirectories before running Mapsoft Automator. - Installation: 1. Copy the
mapsoft_automator_vba.bin to the following directory: c:\program files\mapsoft\mapsoft_automator_32. 2. Download
mapsoft_automator_32.exe to your desktop. 3. Double-click the mapsoft_automator_32.exe icon to start the installation. 4. The
Mapsoft Total Environment will open. 5. Click "Yes" when the message "Would you like to register this application now?"
appears. 6. "Register now" to save the registration information and enable the functionality of this version. 7. Click "Next." 8.
Click "Install and Continue." 9. Select the number of concurrent threads that you want the script to use. 10. Click "Install." 11.
Click "Finish." 12. "Register Successful" will appear at the top of
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What's New In Mapsoft Automator?
Acrobat is a powerful PDF editing program designed by Adobe, one of the world's leading software companies. It allows you to
manage and view PDF documents, and make modifications and printouts. Mapsoft Automator is a useful, robust and very
powerful automation tool that delivers a professional solution for working with Adobe Acrobat's Portable Document Format
(PDF) documents to your desktop. It is a unique automation macro builder tool designed to be used in conjunction with the
following Mapsoft publishing tools, which have themselves been designed to assist publishers and writers in working with PDF
files. Here are some key features of "Mapsoft Automator": AcroBatch ￭ A very powerful feature which makes the majority of
the batching commands supported within Acrobat (via the Edit Batch Sequence facility) available from within the Automator
environment. For example, you could automate JavaScript operations from within Automator. BookMarker ￭ Creates a
hierarchical set of bookmarks automatically. Bookmarks up to any nested level can be created, based on the headings found
within a document. ContentScaler ￭ Changes the size of a page's contents without altering the actual page dimensions.
DocuMerger ￭ Allows you to merge template PDF files with existing document content. Flattener ￭ Dramatically reduces the
size of certain PDF files by removing active parts like navigation buttons and forms. Flattener can also move content from
annotation (like form content and markup) right into the document so that it can be archived or viewed easily. ImagePlacer ￭
Stamps images in a variety of formats onto your PDF document(s), either as an overlay on top of existing content, or as a
watermark below it. Images can also be transparent. InfoSetter ￭ Sets Acrobat information options including Title, Subject,
Author, Keywords and the Base Uniform Resource Locator (URL) used for links to the World Wide Web (WWW). MaskIt ￭
Masks/hides the contents of selected areas within a page or range of pages. MediaSizer ￭ Alters the media size of the selected
PDF document without changing its contents. OpenOptions ￭ Manages Acrobat's document opening options, including Initial
View, Window and User Interface options. PageManager ￭ Allows you to create a new blank PDF document. You can also
create new pages and specify their size, and remove, insert and replace existing pages. SecuritySetter ￭ Manages Acrobat's
Security options within a document, including owner password and access rights. SecuritySetter ￭ Manages Acrobat's Security
options within a document, including owner
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System Requirements:
Minimum OS: Windows 7, 8, 8.1, or 10 Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo @ 2.26 GHz Memory: 2 GB Graphics: ATI Radeon HD
3600 or Nvidia Geforce 8600 or better DirectX: Version 9.0 or higher Hard Disk Space: 15 GB Recommended Processor: Intel
Core i5 or equivalent Memory: 4 GB
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